1966 mustang convertible top

Add this part to your cart and youll be asked if youd like to add a feature strip a. Heres what it
looks like: See feature strip. This page, extensively illustrated how-to manual walks you through
removing and installing any two-part convertible top. The manual applies to almost all American
convertibles made before the year , and some foreign cars, too, like Celicas and Saabs.
Generally, all that is needed and not contained is the "bow height" which is the setting of the
rear top frame bow for your convertible. This is available from any top distributor ot can be
measured with the old top on the car as illustrated. What skills are required? There is never any
sewing required. Note: Very early cars forties had wood bows and installers will have to adjust
processes for stapling to these bows instead of tacking strips in steel bows as described in
manual. These are high-quality replacement sun visors for the Ford Mustang convertible. The
summary posted here, or the complete manual will allow you to make an intelligent decision
about self installation. For these Mustangs we also have a detailed illustrated top installation
manual specifically for the classic Mustang. It is available only with a purchase of a new top;
this manual is included in our top special packages. If you are comfortable renting and using an
air driven staple gun then you are a good candidate for do-it-yourself installation. There is
stapling with stainless steel staples and glue work. There is no sewing. Eurotopping is identical
to Haartz pinpoint vinyl in appearance. However it is constructed with a butyl rubber central
layer between the outer vinyl and the inner cloth that makes it extremely durable. This butyl
rubber core is also characteristic of Haartz Stayfast canvas. Rear Window: The original rear
window is plastic. We use the highest grade 'Regalite' automotive window plastic in our tops.
There is an aftermarket rear window available in glass. It is a hinged glass, shown in the picture
at the top of this page. Hold down cables: Cables are installed in the side pockets of the top and
hold the top to the top frame at the sides. More on this is in the install link below. New cables
are recommended with each top. Tack strips: Tack strips are embedded in the front and rear top
bows and receive the tacks or staples that fasten the top. Tack strips usually last through two
tops. Replacement strips are available See "accessories. This consists of three separate pieces
which, collectively, are called 'the trim stick. Top Pads: Pads are nylon reinforced webbing that
install under the top, front to rear, along the sides. They "build out" the top. Pads usually last
through two tops. They are also available here, at "accessories. Just click on the "check out
boot fabrics" and you will see the choice of boot vinyls. Please jot down your choice. You can
specify it in the checkout message box. Boots are custom made from original boot patterns.
Please allow up to three weeks for a boot to be made and shipped. It includes a great chapter on
installing the top.. Hydraulics: We now stock hydraulic cylinders, motor-pumps, and hoses for
your convertible tops. All are made to OEM specifications. Each can be ordered separately;
however, when ordering hydraulic cylinders we recommend replacing both. The chances are
that both cylinders were manufactured at the same time: if one is on its way out the other may
follow. If the top is raised and one hydraulic cylinder is working harder than the other the result
over time can lead to a slightly bent convertible top frame. The replacement of both will ensure
that the top raises and lowers symmetrically. Brake fluid should not be used as it voids the
warranty. We also offer an installation manual when ordered. The 12 volt motor-pumps include a
mounting bracket with rubber grommets to reduce vibration. We also offer a rebuilding service
for motor-pumps. Not all are repairable, but it is less expensive to have one rebuilt than to buy a
new one. The motor-pump would need to be sent to us for evaluation. Hoses come with all new
fittings and are made specifically to fit your car. They may specify "heaviest weight" or "original
replacement" in ways that seem reassuring. But they do not really tell the whole story. Please
bear in mind that two things dominate, by far, the quality issue: a the manufacturing quality
control in the factory that makes the top and b the care and thoroughness of the installation.
There is a trade-off in weight: heavier is better for resisting tear through, but lighter is better for
flexibility and abrasion from within that may arise from movement. Almost all our tops are a
flexible medium density 36 oz. Heavier is not better in most cases. Where it is, because of the
top design, we will say so and the top will be made of the heavier vinyl. Customers who value
originality over cost often pay top dollar for Sonnenland, just to have that authentic "dobby
backing," seen only when you look up at the roof of your convertible top from inside your car.
Sonnenland canvas is a top-of-the-line material original to various Audi, BMW, and Jaguar
convertibles, among others. Twillfast Canvas is identical to Sonnenland Canvas - elegant and
durable - only it's less expensive. This is a top-notch convertible top material, one we often
recommend to savvy customers who like a good buy and a quality product. Stayfast Canvas is
an elegant, durable canvas original to cars like the Mazda Miata and the Nissan Z. Stayfast is
commonly used in replacement convertible tops. Stayfast canvas has an acrylic square weave
facing, a rubber inner-layer, and a cotton backing. As with other canvases, the rubber core
gives the fabric long-lasting durability. Stayfast canvas is a sleek, beautiful canvas, usually less
expensive than Twillfast, but it does not have the dobby backing offered in Sonnenland and

Twillfast Sonnendeck. Stayfast is a popular upgrade to vinyl convertible tops, and as with any
canvas, is richer looking and has a higher wear rating than convertible tops made of vinyl.
Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl is the most popular fabric. This vinyl design is original to most American
cars from the fifties to the nineties. Pinpoint refers to the little dots or pips that you see if you
look closely at the vinyl surface. European cars, such as the old Beetles and others also used
pinpoint vinyl as the topping fabric. It is structurally wear quality equivalent to the Haartz
Pinpoint but has a different surface grain. The grain was designed to imitate the look of canvas.
As you can see from the scan of this fabric, it is an exceptionally rich looking material. It is
sometimes chosen for replacing convertible tops that originally featured pinpoint vinyl. Cabrio
Grain is also structurally equivalent to the pinpoint. It has a pigskin outer grain vinyl as original
to Volkswagen Cabriolets from onward and to Mazda Miatas and Mercury Capris. This is the
original topping for Porsche Boxster and Cabrio convertible tops. British Bison Vinyl is the
most popular British roadster convertible top material. It is American made Haartz leather grain
vinyl and is an imitation of the British Everflex vinyl top fabric. The British Bison Vinyl
convertible top fabric is often referred to as 'crush grain. This is the original material used on
British convertibles including Jaguar, Rolls Royce and many others. Imported from England,
British Everflex vinyl is a supple vinyl with a rich appearance and is more durable than other
vinyls. A good, less expensive alternative is Colonial grain vinyl. Colonial has the same texture
but is less durable. Trilogy Acoustic Vinyl A heavyweight vinyl that is often used on SUVs like
Jeep, because the two-ply composite has the capacity to reduce noise by about 20 percent
compared to standard vinyls like Sailcloth. The vinyl material is durable, promises long-lasting
wear-and-tear, and resembles the sleek twill cloth commonly found on luxury convertible cars. It
is a great all-purpose canvas and, according to Haartz, is used on 99 percent of convertibles. It
is stronger and more durable than Stayfast Canvas and offers more sound protection. Haartz
rates Twillfast RPC as a mid-level acoustic product, compared to the low-level sound reduction
offered on other top materials like Stayfast Parts in this category Ford Mustang fit cars for
years: , and Convertible Top Guys We've been manufacturing convertible top specialty items for
the industry since We offer convertible top packages for almost any domestic or foreign
convertible for which there are replacement tops. Sun Visors. In Stock! Ships within two
business days! As low as:. In Cart! View Cart. Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl, Plastic Window Section
Only Add this part to your cart and youll be asked if youd like to add a feature strip a. Ford
Mustang convertible tops and parts in this category fit model years: , and No Charge! New
Edition!!! Installation often involves tacking or stapling of fabric to frame bows. Tacking into the
bow over the windshield header bow and into the bow over the rear window rear top bow is
done into special strips embedded in these frame bows. We offer new tack strips for the front
and rear top bows. Tacking strips may also be required for pads webbing where they are
stapled often to the top bows. A pair of cables, one on each side, thread through pocketed hems
on the tops sides. The ends of the cables hold the top to the frame. New cables are
recommended with each new top. In some cars there is a rear hold down cable that binds the
back of the top to the body. You can read about cable installation for two part tops in the
installation summary link. Plastic pry tool, great for prying fasteners and seals, pushing seals
into retainers, loosening fabric etc. Special Mustang Padded Webbing. This stapler also has a
brad driving capability, so you can use this stapler again and again for a variety of jobs. Comes
complete with foot, heavy-duty cord, a supply of T50 series staples, and a one-year
manufacturer's warranty. Additional features include safety trigger lock, comfortable non-slip
cushion grip, fastener reload, all-steel working parts, and amp motor. Some may vary,
especially pres cars. Note: In older convertible frames fifties and earlier the cross sections of
the header and rear top bows vary. Trimmer Contact Cement: 4-Oz. Brush Top Can. Trimmer
Contact Cement: 8-Oz. Plastic pry tool set, 7-piece kit Great for prying fasteners and seals,
pushing seals into retainers, loosening fabric etc. Convertible Switch Bezel and Knob.
Convertible Top Switch. Diagnosis includes electrical testing procedures. Set of 4 New Pointed
Pump Grommets. Top Cylinder Mounting Bolt, One. Motor pump reservoir plug, black rubber.
Convertible Top Boot Bag. Tonneau Cover, Snaps Not Included. In Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. Heavy
Duty: Rated for 50 amps. Mount in any under dash hole. Use your original wiring, per included
diagram. Classic Two Part Top: This is a classic two part convertible top. The main top and the
rear window section are integrated during installation. You can read all about how this is done
at the link below to a summary of our two part top installation manual. Haartz rates Twillfast
RPC as a mid-level acoustic product, compared to the low-level sound reduction offered on
other top materials like Stayfast. Factory style 2 piece Convertible Top cover. Other colors can
be ordered, please inquire. You can re-use your existing Top Pads if they are in good shape.
Top Pads sold as a set, buy one order per car. Please check your existing cables and order
accordingly. Made with hard plastic, sold in 8 feet cuts. Tacking strip can be easily cut, grinded

or stacked as needed. Padded Boot Cover attaches with Snaps, Snaps included and already
installed on the cover. Made with original Sierra textured expanded Vinyl material. Replace your
Ford Mustang convertible top or Ford Mustang GT convertible top with an original plastic
window, or an aftermarket folding glass window option. We also offer the complete convertible
top replacement kit, which includes convertible top pads, convertible side cables and
convertible tacking strips for a complete overhaul of your Mustang convertible top. Although
the original Mustang convertible top came in vinyl, you can upgrade your top to a soft top with
Haartz Stayfast cloth, also known as "canvas and mohair". Over and over Vic at TopsOnline.
SUPER high quality workmanship and materials. All the seams are Heat-Sealed. Rear windows
are DOT rated professional grade safety Windows made by well-known manufacturers. No
sewing is required. You can read detailed warranty information on our warranty page. Factory
Original material is the Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. It will either be included with your product when
shipped or it will be sent via email after your order has been shipped if requested. Strips
Pinpoint Haartz Black Vinyl Convertible Top Cables - 6 year warranty 64 thru 66 Mustangs came
with 2 different style cables from factory, early style has stud on the end and late style has
spring on one end. You can re-use your existing Top Cables if they are in good shape. Cables
sold as a set, buy one order per car. Convertible Top Tacking Strips Made with hard plastic, sold
in 8 feet cuts. Click on any color swatch or picture below to see a bigger version. Here is what
TopsOnline customers are saying Helpful Tips. Our most common question: how do I choose
the color I want? Read More. Canvas Material Options for Convertible Tops Learn more about
the different cloth canvas convertible top options. Distributor for:. Continue Shopping.
Convertible Tacking Strip 8 feet long. Black Sierra Vinyl. White Sierra Vinyl. Light Blue Sierra
Vinyl. Blue Sierra Vinyl. Turquoise Sierra Vinyl. Bright Red Sierra Vinyl. Red Metalic Sierra Vinyl.
Parchment Sierra Vinyl. Ivy Gold Sierra Vinyl. Factory style 2 piece Convertible Top cover. Other
colors can be ordered, please inquire. You can re-use your existing Top Pads if they are in good
shape. Top Pads sold as a set, buy one order per car. Please check your existing cables and
order accordingly. Made with hard plastic, sold in 8 feet cuts. Tacking strip can be easily cut,
grinded or stacked as needed. Padded Boot Cover attaches with Snaps, Snaps included and
already installed on the cover. Made with original Sierra textured expanded Vinyl material.
Replace your Ford Mustang convertible top or Ford Mustang GT convertible top with an original
plastic window, or an aftermarket folding glass window option. We also offer the complete
convertible top replacement kit, which includes convertible top pads, convertible side cables
and convertible tacking strips for a complete overhaul of your Mustang convertible top.
Although the original Mustang convertible top came in vinyl, you can upgrade your top to a soft
top with Haartz Stayfast cloth, also known as "canvas and mohair". Thanks so much!! All the
seams are Heat-Sealed. Rear windows are DOT rated professional grade safety Windows made
by well-known manufacturers. No sewing is required. You can read detailed warranty
information on our warranty page. Factory Original material is the Haartz Pinpoint Vinyl. It will
either be included with your product when shipped or it will be sent via email after your order
has been shipped if requested. Strips Pinpoint Haartz Black Vinyl Convertible Top Cables - 6
year warranty 64 thru 66 Mustangs came with 2 different style cables from factory, early style
has stud on the end and late style has spring on one end. You can re-use your existing Top
Cables if they are in good shape. Cables sold as a set, buy one order per car. Convertible Top
Tacking Strips Made with hard plastic, sold in 8 feet cuts. Click on any color swatch or picture
below to see a bigger version. Here is what TopsOnline customers are saying Helpful Tips.
Customers ask about how to ensure they are getting the right color convertible top. Read More.
Canvas Material Options for Convertible Tops Learn more about the different cloth canvas
convertible top options. If you own a convertible, but aren't sure what to look for in order to
know when it's time to replace your convertible top, then this article will show you 9 things that
mean it's time to replace your top. Distributor for:. Continue Shopping. Convertible Tacking
Strip 8 feet long. Black Sierra Vinyl. White Sierra Vinyl. Light Blue Sierra Vinyl. Blue Sierra Vinyl.
Turquoise Sierra Vinyl. Bright Red Sierra Vinyl. Red Metalic Sierra Vinyl. Parchment Sierra Vinyl.
Ivy Gold Sierra Vinyl. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. Product B. Reproduction convertible top hold down clamps for
with manual tops. Secures the top when retracted. One LH and one RH required per vehicle. For
RH clamp use A. View Product Details. Product A. OEM reproduction of the original convertible
rear tach strip that mounts under the rear panel behind the window. This strip holds the
convertible top, rear window and well liner to the body. Manufactured from factory grade
Product Reproduction of the original washer used to install the convertible top seal on Mustang
Convertibles. This washer is an exact reproduction of the original size and thickness. Not a
generic replacement. Includes Product A Helps your tops alignment stay in place as it clamps
down onto your convertible sun visor brackets. Includes mounting hardware. Sold as a pair. Fits

Reproduction of the complete convertible top frame assembly for use with Ford Mustang
models. This reproduction top frame is manufactured to OE specifications in quality stamped
steel and includes a cast header bow This set of mounting bases are what the latch handle
mounts to on the convertible top frame. Left and right. Sold in a pairs to fit through Mustangs.
Reproduction of the original convertible top latch assembly manufactured to fit and work just
like the original. The latch keeps a locked grip on your convertible top insuring no issues arise
from a loose or broken latch Product SK. This fits latch handles only. Reproduction of the
original convertible top truss head screw that bolts through the top of the latch handle on the
frame header. Its allows the top latch to freely spin around. For Mustang convertible models.
Product CM. Convertible top rail to cylinder nylon bushing for a variety of Ford and Mercury
convertibl
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e applications including Mustang as well as other models. Sold individually. Ford Applications
Product HK This kit is used to attach the convertible top frame assembly to the body. Six-piece
kit includes 6 conical hex head SEMS bolts. Use one kit per vehicle. Kit contains hardware that
is the correct size, fit and finish for Reproduction of the of 3" springs that keeps tension on the
convertible top latch handles. The spring helps keep the latches locked in place. Manufactured
from quality materials to ensure a proper fit. Sold in pairs. Product F. This durable tack strip will
effectively secure the new top to the body and withstand the prolonged abuse of the elements
for Mustang and Cougar convertible models. The tack strip allows stapling of the Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
View As: Grid Detail. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours.

